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Polynomiography and various convergence tests
Krzysztof Gdawiec






The aim of this paper is to present a modification of the visualization process of finding the roots of a given
complex polynomial which is called polynomiography. The name polynomiography was introduced by Kalantari.
The polynomiographs are very interesting both from educational and artistic points of view. In this paper we are
interested in the artistic values of the polynomiography. The proposed modification is based on the change of the
usual convergence test used in the polynomiography, i.e. using the modulus of a difference between two successive
elements obtained in an iteration process, with the tests based on distance and non-distance conditions. Presented
examples show that using various convergence tests we are able to obtain very interesting and diverse patterns. We
believe that the results of this paper can enrich the functionality of the existing polynomiography software.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the most elusive goals in computer aided design
is artistic design and pattern generation. Pattern gener-
ation involves diverse aspects: analysis, creativity, de-
velopment. A designer have to deal with all of these
aspects in order to obtain an interesting pattern which
later could be used in jewellery design, carpet design,
as a texture etc. Therefore, it is highly motivating and
useful to develop new methods of obtaining very di-
verse and interesting patterns. One place where we can
search for this kind of methods is mathematics [Pic01].
Polynomials are one of the mathematical objects which
can generate very diverse and beautiful patterns. The
patterns from polynomials are often generated through
polynomiography. It visualizes the process of finding
roots of a complex polynomial using the numerical
methods. In this paper we are not interested in the
improvement of the numerical methods convergence,
but in the artistic aspect of the polynomiography. This
aspect includes: creating paintings, carpet design,
tapestry design, animations etc. [Kal05b]. So we are
interested in obtaining new and interesting patterns
basing on the theory of polynomiography.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or re-
publish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we in-
troduce the basics of polynomiography. At first we de-
fine the Basic Family and give an efficient algorithm
for computation of a value for a given element of this
family and an algorithm for computation of polynomio-
graph. The section ends with some examples of poly-
nomiographs. Next, in section 3 we introduce different
kinds of convergence test which can be used in the al-
gorithm of polynomiograph computation. In section 4
we show some examples of polynomiographs obtained
using the proposed convergence tests. Finally, in sec-
tion 5 we give concluding remarks and plans for the
future work.
2 POLYNOMIOGRAPHY
Polynomiography was introduced by Kalantari about
2000. It is "the art and science of visualization in ap-
proximation of the zeros of complex polynomials, via
fractal and non-fractal images created using the mathe-
matical convergence properties of iteration functions"
[Kal04]. Single image created using the mentioned
methods is called polynomiograph. In 2005 Kalantari
obtained an U.S. patent on the use of polynomiography
in the generation of aesthetic patterns [Kal05a].
In mathematics polynomials are fundamental objects
with very diverse applications, e.g. in error correcting
codes, interpolation, engineering etc. From the Funda-
mental Theorem of Algebra we know that a polynomial
of degree n with complex coefficients has n roots which
may or may not be distinct. The problem of finding the
roots of a given polynomial was known since the Sume-
rians, i.e. 3000 BC. Since then many different methods
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of finding the roots approximation were proposed, e.g.
Newton’s method [Var02], Harmonic Mean Newton’s
method [Ard11], Whittaker’s method [Var02], Halley’s
method [Ard11], Chebyshev’s method [Var02], Traub-
Ostrowski’s method [Var02] etc.
Let us consider a polynomial p ∈C[Z] and deg p≥ 2 of
the form:
p(z) = anzn+an−1zn−1+ . . .+a1z+a0. (1)
Now we define a sequence of functions Dm :C→C for
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Using the Dm sequence we define a Basic Family
{Bm}∞m=2, where Bm : C → C, in a following way
[Kal09]:
∀z∈C Bm(z) = z− p(z)Dm−2(z)Dm−1(z) . (3)
The Basic Family is a fundamental part of polynomiog-
raphy. Let us see how the first three elements of the
Basic Family look like:
B2(z) = z− p(z)p′(z) , (4)
B3(z) = z− 2p
′(z)p(z)
2p′(z)2− p′′(z)p(z) , (5)




As we look at those formulas we see that B2 is formula
used in Newton’s root finding method, and B3 is for-
mula used in Halley’s method. Moreover, we see that
when m increases the formula for Bm becomes more and
more complex. So we need an efficient algorithm for its
computation. In [Kal10] Kalantari introduced such al-
gorithm (Algorithm 1). To derive this algorithm he used
the theory of symmetric functions.
Algorithm 2 presents a method of determining poly-
nomiograph [Kal09]. In the algorithm for each point
in the considered area A ⊂ C we iterate given element
of the Basic Family (defined by p∈C[Z] and m≥ 2). If
Algorithm 1: Bm(z) computation
Input: p ∈ C[Z], deg p≥ 2 – polynomial, m≥ 2 –
number for Bm, z0 ∈C – point for which we
make the computations.
Output: Bm(z0).
1 h[0] = 1
2 for i= 0 to m−1 do
3 e[i] = p(i)(z0)/(i!p(z0))
4 for i= 1 to m−1 do
5 h[i] = ∑i−1r=0(−1)i−r−1e[i− r]h[r]
6 Bm(z0) = z0−h[m−2]/h[m−1]
the modulus of the difference between two successive
points in the iteration process is smaller than the given
accuracy ε > 0 we assume that the generated sequence
converge to a root of p and we stop iterating. If we
reach the maximum number of iterations k we assume
that the generated sequence do not converge to any root
of p. At the end we give a colour to the considered point
using the given colourmap and the iteration number at
which we have left the while loop.
Algorithm 2: Polynomiograph computation
Input: p ∈ C[Z], deg p≥ 2 – polynomial, A⊂ C –
area, k – number of iterations, ε – accuracy,
m≥ 2 – number for Bm, colours[0..k] –
colourmap.
Output: Polynomiograph for the area A.
1 for z0 ∈ A do
2 i= 0
3 while i≤ k do
4 zi+1 = Bm(zi)
5 if |zi+1− zi|< ε then
6 break
7 i= i+1
8 Print z0 with colours[i] colour
Examples of polynomiographs generated using Algo-
rithm 2 for:
(a) p(z) = z3−1, A= [−3,3]2, k= 20, ε = 0.001, m=
2,
(b) p(z) = −2z4 + z3 + z2 − 2z − 1, A =
[1,2]× [−0.5,0.5], k = 20, ε = 0.001, m= 3,
(c) p(z) = z4+ z2−1, A= [−3,3]2, k= 20, ε = 0.001,
m= 4,
(d) p(z) = z3−3z+3, A= [−3,3]2, k= 10, ε = 0.001,
m= 2
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1: Examples of polynomiographs.
are presented in Fig. 1.
In Algorithm 2 to colour the points we use the iteration
number for which we have left the iteration process, we
call this method the iteration colouring. We can use
different methods of colouring, e.g. basins of attraction
(each polynomial root has its own colour, for each point
in A we iterate it and when the condition in line 5 of
Algorithm 2 is meet the considered point gets the colour
of the nearest root), mixed method (we mix the iteration
colouring and the basins of attraction) etc. [Kal09].
3 DIFFERENT CONVERGENCE
TESTS
In line 5 of Algorithm 2 we see a standard test for con-
vergence of an iteration process in the numerical root
finding methods. In the test we take two elements: the
one computed in the current iteration and the element
from the previous iteration, and we calculate the modu-
lus of their difference. Then we check if the calculated
value is smaller than the given accuracy. The modulus
calculation in the test is equivalent to the computation
of the distance between these two points of the com-
plex plane. So we may change the way in which we
calculate the distance with a different metric.
We know that the complex plane C is isometric with
R2, where the isometry φ :C→R2 is defined as follows
[Sea07]:
φ(z) = (ℜ(z),ℑ(z)) (7)
for every z ∈ C, and where ℜ(z), ℑ(z) denote the real
and imaginary part of z (respectively). Using the isome-
try we can define metric d :C×C→ [0,+∞) using met-
ric ρ : R2×R2→ [0,+∞) in a following way [Sea07]:
d(z1,z2) = ρ(φ(z1),φ(z2)), (8)
where z1,z2 ∈ C.
On R2 we have many different metrics which we may
use [Sea07], e.g.
• taxicab metric
ρ((x1,y1),(x2,y2)) = |x1− x2|+ |y1− y2|, (9)
• supremum metric
ρ((x1,y1),(x2,y2)) = max{|x1− x2|, |y1− y2|}, (10)
• lp metric





When we have some metric space (X ,ρ) we can define
new metrics using following facts [Sea07]:
• if f : X → X is injective, then
η(x,y) = ρ( f (x), f (y)) (12)
is a metric on X ,
• if f : X → R is a function, then
η(x,y) = ρ(x,y)+ | f (x)− f (y)| (13)
is a metric on X .
From the examples presented in the next section we
will see that changing the metric produces only a small
change in the shape of polynomiograph. As we are in-
terested in generation of interesting patterns using the
polynomiography and not in the best convergence of the
numerical method we can relax the assumption about
the metric. For this purpose we can take p ∈ (0,1) in
the lp metric obtaining the so-called fractional distance
which is used for instance in models for forecasting pol-
lution concentrations [DW12].
We also can omit the assumption about the injectivity
of f in (12). For instance when we take C with the
modulus metric and f (z) = |z|2, which is not injective,
we obtain:
η(z1,z2) = ||z1|2−|z2|2|. (14)
The η function from (14) was used instead the modu-
lus test by Pickover in Halley’s method in [Pic88]. In
this way Pickover obtained very diverse shapes of the
polynomiographs.
Another way to modify the tests is to add some weights
in the metric functions. When we use (12) we can add
two weights α,β ∈ R in a following way:
η(x,y) = ρ(α f (x),β f (y)). (15)
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In this way we loose the metric property of η , e.g. it
is not symmetric for α 6= β , but as we will see in sec-
tion 4 we obtain very diverse polynomiographs using
this function.
Till now the proposed tests were based on metrics, but
there is no obstacle in using tests which are based on
functions that are not metric, quasimetrics etc. at all.
For instance we can use following tests:
|exp(αzi+1−β zi)|< ε, (16)
|αℜ(zi+1− zi)|< ε ∨|βℑ(zi+1− zi)|< ε, (17)
|αℜ(zi+1− zi)|2 < ε ∧|βℑ(zi+1− zi)|2 < ε, (18)
where α,β ∈ R. In the tests which consist of several
terms joined with logical operators, e.g. (17), (18), in-
stead of one ε we can use separate value for each term.
The last group of tests which we propose is based on
the idea taken from the escape time algorithm which is
used in the Julia set drawing. Similar like in the escape
time algorithm we can check if a value of some iterated
function escapes, i.e. is greater than the given radius
R> 0. Examples of this kind of tests are:
|zi+1− zi|+ |arg(zi+1)− arg(zi)|> R, (19)∣∣∣∣ 1|zi+1|2 − 1|zi|2
∣∣∣∣+ ||zi+1|2−|zi|2|> R, (20)
α|ℜ(zi+1− zi)|> R∧β |ℑ(zi+1− zi)|> R, (21)
where arg(z) is an argument of complex number z, and
α,β ∈ R.
4 EXAMPLES
In this section we show some examples of using the dif-
ferent tests proposed in section 3. We start our exam-
ples with changing the standard metric (modulus) used
in the polynomiography with the supremum metric. In
the example we use: p(z) = z3− 3z+ 3, A = [−2,2]2,
k= 15, ε = 0.001, m= 2. Figure 2(a) presents the result
for the modulus metric and Fig. 2(c) presents the result
for the supremum metric. From the figures we see that
in both cases the result is very similar and the differ-
ence is small. To see the difference more precisely in
Figs. 2(b), 2(d) magnification of the marked areas from
Figs. 2(a), 2(c) are presented. In the case of modulus
metric we have smooth boundaries between the regions
and for the supremum metric the boundaries are frayed
and the regions are lighter. When we use a different
metric instead of the supremum metric the effect will
be very similar, so the obtained results are not interest-
ing from the artistic point of view.
In the next example we use the test used by Pickover
(14) and its weighted modification. The common pa-
rameters used in the example: p(z) = z4 + z2− 1, A =
[−3,3]2, k= 15, ε = 0.001, m= 2. Figure 3(a) presents
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2: Examples of polynomiographs: (a) with mod-
ulus metric, (b) with supremum metric, (c) magnifica-
tion of the marked area from (a), (d) magnification of
the marked area from (c).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3: Examples of polynomiographs: (a) original,
(b) using the Pickover test, (c), (d) using the weighted
version of Pickover test.
the result for the original test, Fig. 3(b) for the Pick-
over test and Figs. 3(c), 3(d) the results for weighted
version of (14), i.e. |α|z1|2−β |z2|2|, where α = 1.05,
β = 1.049 for (c) and α = 0.049, β = 0.05 for (d).
The Pickover test changes the regions of polynomio-
graph where the convergence using the original test was
fast. In this way we obtain some swirls in the smooth
areas. Using the test with weights we obtain even more
changes in the areas of the fast convergence and more-
over small changes in the areas of the slow conver-
gence. The polynomiographs obtained with the non-
standard test look very interesting and the patterns are
more complex comparing to the original one.
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Figure 4: Examples of polynomiographs with different
tests based on metrics and weights.
In the previous example we used only the Pickover test
and now we show examples of more tests which are
based on metrics and weights. The common parame-
ters used in the example: p(z) = z3− 1, A = [−3,3]2,
k= 15, ε = 0.001, m= 2. Figure 4(a) presents the orig-
inal polynomiograph and Figs. 4(b)-(f) present poly-
nomiographs obtained with the help of different met-
rics and weights. The tests used in the example were
following:
(a) |zi+1− zi|< ε ,
(b) |0.01(zi+1− zi)|+ |0.029|zi+1|2−0.03|zi|2|< ε ,
(c) |0.05sin(ℜ(zi+1)) − 0.049sin(ℜ(zi))| +
|0.05sin(ℑ(zi+1)−0.049sin(ℑ(zi))|< ε ,
(d) |0.01z10i+1−0.008z10i |< ε ,
(e) | 0.05|zi+1|2 −
0.045
|zi|2 |< ε ,
(f) | 0.045|zi+1|2 −
0.05
|zi|2 |< ε .
From the presented polynomiographs we see that using
the different metrics and weights we are able to obtain
very diverse and interesting patterns comparing to the
original test. In the Fig. 4(b) we can observe a pattern
which looks like a knot and in Fig. 4(e) pattern which
reminds a flower. From Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f) we see
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5: Examples of polynomiographs: (a) original,
(b)-(d) based on the non-metric tests.
that the patterns look quite different, but the tests used
for their creation differ only in order of the weights
(they are interchanged).
Next example presents the use of the tests which are
based on the non-metric conditions. The common pa-
rameters used in the example: p(z) = z3− 3z+ 3, A =
[−3,3]2, k= 15, ε = 0.001, m= 2. Figure 5(a) presents
the original polynomiograph and Figs. 5(b)-(d) present
polynomiographs obtained with the help of following
tests:
(b) |0.04ℜ(zi+1− zi)|< ε ∨|0.05ℑ(zi+1− zi)|ε ,
(c) |0.4ℜ(zi+1− zi)|2 < ε ∧|ℑ(zi+1− zi)|2 < ε ,
(d) |exp(10zi+1−9zi)|< ε .
Also in this case we see that when we change the mod-
ulus test to the tests based on the non-metric condi-
tions we obtain very interesting patterns. For instance
in Fig. 5(b) we see a very complicated net of swirls and
in Fig. 5(d) a pattern which looks like a necklace.
In the last example we show some polynomiographs
obtained with the tests basing on the escape criteria.
The common parameters used in the example: p(z) =
−2z4 + z3 + z2 − 2z− 1, A = [1,2]× [−0.5,0.5], k =
15, m = 2. Figure 6 presents the original polynomio-
graph for ε = 0.001 and Figs. 6(b)-(d) present poly-
nomiographs obtained with the help of following tests:
(b) R = 6 and condition (19), (c) R = 8 and condition
(20), (d) R= 6 and condition (21) for α = 8 and β = 11.
The patterns obtained with the escape criteria also dif-
fer from the original one. But obtaining a very interest-
ing pattern using those criteria is difficult. This is be-
cause the patterns arise in the regions where the original
method converges very slowly or reaches the maximum
number of iterations.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6: Examples of polynomiographs: (a) original,
(b)-(d) based on the escape criteria.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented modifications of the poly-
nomiography algorithm. The modifications were based
on the change of the usual convergence test with the
tests based on distance and non-distance conditions.
Presented examples show that using the proposed tests
we are able to obtain very interesting patterns. We be-
lieve that the results of this paper can enrich the func-
tionality of the existing polynomiography software.
When we search for an interesting pattern using the
polynomiography we must make the right choice of a
polynomial, the iteration function etc. and using the
trial and error we must find an interesting area [Kal09].
Adding our tests to the list of polynomiography param-
eters we make the search even more difficult, so there
is a need for automatic method which finds interest-
ing patterns. The notion of an interesting pattern is
very difficult to define and usually is based on a sub-
jective feeling, but there are some attempts to estimate
the notion. Ashlock and Jamieson in [AJ08] introduced
a method of exploring the Mandelbrot and Julia sets for
interesting patterns. They used evolutionary algorithms
with different fitness functions. In our further research
we will try to develop a method which searches for in-
teresting patterns in the polyniomography using similar
methodology like that presented by Ashlock.
Polynomiography is based on the complex polynomi-
als. In [Lev94] we can find examples of using q-
systems numbers instead of complex numbers for ob-
taining diverse patterns, and in [WS13] we find bicom-
plex numbers used in the Mandelbrot and Julia sets. Us-
ing the q-system and bicomplex numbers in the poly-
nomiography can probably further enrich the patterns
obtained with the polynomiography.
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